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inspiration

for the home and trade professional

the perfect
protection…
read our interview
with Nick from
Rushmoor 100,
where we discuss
how he uses our
decorators varnish
to protect his
clients’ homes

tough love

an exclusive range of
high performance finishes
from the varnish experts

time for some
heavy duty action

varnishes l paints and metallics l decorative effects l exterior wood l brushes and tools

the varnish experts

gloss

from a soft touch desk top, to a high gloss wooden kitchen,

There are areas of our homes
that we always take for granted.

from a satin finish on an upcycled bedside table,

Endless traipsing up and down
a hallway floor leads to
permanent wear and tear,
streams of sunlight coming
through the window lead to
fading wall colour, and piles of
dishes, lunchboxes and coffee
cups means for a worn wooden
worktop.

to a dead flat finish for the newly painted or papered wall,
we have the varnish for you

Give your project a glossy
glow, with our ultra shiny
gloss finish.

7
1. ultra-tough, waterproof
with UV protection
2. soft to touch and very
durable
3. protect wallpaper and
emulsion paint
4. protection from scuffs
and abrasions

gloss
satin

satin
dead flat

Polyvine have a range of
varnishes that will protect these
areas, as well as enhance their
natural beauty.
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satin
dead flat

2

Jon Hateley

Barrington Decorators

6

satin
dead flat

l
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perfect for adding durability and
high quality sheen levels to our
paintwork and wallpapers

We are very proud of the
Polyvine Dead Flat finish.
The completely nonreflective, matt surface is
available across a number
of our varnish products.

5. hard, durable, crystal
clear finish
6. super stain and
chemical resistant
7. designed to give an
ultra smooth finish

find out more about
our varnish range

dead flat

1

satin
dead flat

3

gloss
satin
dead flat

satin

Even the kitchen cupboards
need extra care and attention,
being exposed to temperature
variations, sun rays, grubby
hands and kitchen grease.

If you’re looking for a subtle
sheen, then our satin finish
is the one for you. Look for
the satin finish across the
Polyvine range for a
beautiful soft finish.

polyvine.com

protect and enhance
the home

l
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high performance
finishes

decorators varnish

protection for
projects…
indoors and out

our hero product

• high UV resistance
• water resistant
• perfect protection for wallpaper
and emulsion paint
walls
It gives great protection to emulsion paint and
decorative finishes - after days of preparation
and painting, apply decorators varnish to give
long lasting protection.

wallpaper
Designed to completely protect wallpaper from
colour fading, it is also water resistant.
By using the dead flat finish, which is completely
matte, it is pretty much invisible over wallpaper.

furniture
Use on painted and natural wooden furniture,
it protects against scuffing, finger marks and
colour fading.
gloss
satin
dead flat

murals
Decorators varnish has been used on interior
and exterior murals worldwide, to prevent fading
from UV and protect the original artwork.

gloss
satin
dead flat

decorators varnish, our hero product, can be used on a variety of
indoor and outdoor surfaces, protecting against natural wear
and tear and colour fading

interview with Nick
from Rushmoor
Painting and
Decorating
Nick is a professional painter and decorator
who runs his company Rushmoor 100. He
has been using Polyvine for years, and talks
to us about the importance of using a high
quality finish.
Tell us a little bit about yourself - I’m Nick
Sammut and I’m the owner of Rushmoor
Painting and Decorating. We work in Surrey,
Hampshire and Berkshire.
How long have you been using Polyvine? About 4-5 years.
How did you find out about us? - I first saw
the Polyvine products on the shelf in my
local Cane Adams paint store. Long before
I’d ever actually used them.
Which are your favourite Polyvine products? Decorators varnish, especially the dead flat.
Tell us how you use decorators varnish I really use it as protection on wallpapers
and bold feature wall colours.
How does it help you protect wallpaper or
emulsion? - For wallpapers it adds an extra
layer of durability/wipeability without
impacting the overall look. For bold feature
walls it does the same but also stops the
paint from leaving chalky looking fingerprint
marks, which even happens with durable flat
matt emulsions, it’s the nature of dark
colours. Applying a few coats of the dead
flat varnish stops that from happening. If
using emulsion on skirting boards, finishing
them off with the Polyvine varnish will give
them more durability. Some people like the
full matt look running from walls to
woodwork.
It also dries super quick so applying
multiple coats isn't a really long process.
Would you recommend it to others? Of course I would... go and buy some!

time for some tough love with the heavy duty range
hardwearing surfaces, ultra-tough protection, cures in 16 hours

CURES IN

16
HOURS

l

l

I use Heavy Duty Extreme for
all my commercial customers
like restaurants as it gives that
toughness and clarity for high
traffic areas

Zoe Pocock,
Muck ‘n’ Brass

satin
dead flat

For protection in
extreme conditions,
use the ultra-tough
Heavy Duty Extreme
Varnish. It offers UV
protection, and is
completely waterproof,
dries in minutes and
cures in 16 hours, so
come rain or shine you
can offer complete
protection to your
interior or exterior
projects.

CURES IN

16
HOURS

floors
Keep beautiful interior flooring pristine and protected,
even in the most high-traffic areas. Our Heavy Duty Floor
Varnish is an ultra-hard, high quality coating with a satin
or dead flat finish that offers ultra-tough protection
against scuffing and scrapes. It is perfect for the home
or a business or commercial property.

protecting
wooden surfaces
CURES IN

16
HOURS

satin
dead flat

satin
dead flat

extreme protection
outdoors and indoors

Protect interior wooden surfaces with our highly durable
Heavy Duty Wood Varnish. With satin and dead flat
finishes available, this ultra-tough varnish is highly stain
and chemical resistant, protecting against cleaning
agents, alcohol and oils. Perfect for high wear areas
with a risk of surface contamination.

heavy duty kitchen revamp
putting polyvine into practice

outdoor
living
Whatever the time of year, making
sure your outdoor wood and
furniture is protected from the
extremities is essential.

When Jack Gordon Decorating
were approached by a new client
who wanted to repair and freshen
up this kitchen worktop, they
knew Polyvine’s Heavy Duty
range was the perfect ‘go to’
product for ultra-tough protection.

Remember to apply three coats of
satin to ensure a highly durable
finish and guaranteed UV protection,
and finish with one coat of dead
flat, for a completely matt finish.

after

The original worktop was in quite a bad state, so they started
with a coarse sandpaper in the Rotex sander to get the worst
parts out, and then working down through coarses to finish it
with a really fine sandpaper to prepare it for its first coat of
varnish.

before

Photos courtesy of
Jack Gordon Decorating

They then dusted it off, and did an all over check to ensure it
was even and smooth, and then vacuumed the top and finished
with a tack cloth to make sure it was completely dust free.

CURES IN

16
HOURS

They applied two coats of Heavy Duty Extreme Varnish in clear
satin, making sure to adhere to the appropriate drying times
between coats, and sanding in between, to waterproof the
surface and offer protection against UV rays. The worktop was
then given a final coat of varnish in clear dead flat, to give a
shine free finish to this beautiful kitchen worktop.
You can follow Jack Gordon Decorating on Instagram @jgdecorating

given 9/10 in the
Trade Decorator
product review,
by professional
decorator,
Gary Marsh

satin
dead flat

Our Exterior Wood Varnish is
suitable for exterior softwood and
most hardwood timber applications,
giving a high level of UV resistance,
waterproofing and preservation.

wood dye
Our Wood Dye is specially formulated to avoid
unsightly overlap marks, giving an even,
lustrous finish. Polyvine Wood Dye, for interior
or exterior use, is intermixable giving a
limitless range of possibilities to colour and
enrich, stain and seal your wood. Stain the
wood in the colour of your choice, and when
complete, protect your project with a clear
varnish from the Polyvine range.

naturally...
we care

our philosophy...
it’s a family thing

as a company, polyvine is working towards minimising
our impact on the environment by reducing the
carbon footprint of the business, reducing energy
consumption, minimising the production of all types
of waste through careful recycling, encouraging reuse,
and the disposal of other waste that cannot be
avoided, in a responsible manner.

Now Technical Director, Peter works directly
alongside his grandson Joe in the laboratory,
sharing his years of knowledge and passing on
his wealth of experience while his granddaughter
Beth takes care of things in the sales office.

solar panels - reduces our energy consumption from the grid
energy saving lights - reduces our energy usage
plastic - all plastic packaging right down to the plastic
backing from our labels is recycled
water treatment plant - this separates waste from water,
which is returned to the sewer after equipment washed down
plastic bottles - we use recycled plastic for our recyclable
bottles

I am extremely lucky to be heading up
Polyvine and I am very proud of the team
and brand we have grown over the years.
Here at Polyvine, we have a strong reputation
among trade professionals for innovative and
high-performing products, which are designed
for maximum performance and ease of use.
In fact you will find that our products are easy
to apply and provide the type of features that
trade professionals demand and are popular
with discerning DIY users too.

Visit our website to see our complete range
of products, find out more about their unique
properties, download technical data sheets
and watch our ‘how to’ videos.

metal - steel drums and metals are collected and sent for
scrap metal recycling
printer cartridges - our used printer cartridges are collected
and recycled
old documents and paper - is shredded and recycled

Ian Wells, MD, heads up the company, running
the day to day operations and sales, with his wife
and children working in various areas of the
business. Even extended family members are
part of the team, so family really is at the core of
Polyvine’s values.

our safety gloves - for pumping material, cleaning
and wash-down of equipment are reusable
stretch wrap - all our used wrap is recycled
pallets - damaged pallets are recycled

Cheddar Gorge, Somerset, UK - the home of Polyvine

Managing Director

Polyvine products are available from good
decorators’ merchants throughout the UK,
and can also be found internationally.

cardboard - all unused cardboard is collected and recycled

find out more about
our eco credentials

from Ian Wells

Polyvine was started by Peter Wells in 1986, and
to this day, three generations of the Wells family
work at the offices and factory site in Cheddar.

manufactured in the UK - low transportation miles

This publication is
printed using vegetable
inks on paper from
sustainable sources
and is fully recyclable

welcome to
polyvine

watch our brand film

Polyvine is a business whose bloodline runs with
trust, integrity and hard work - an essential mix
of values for any successful business.

You can also use our handy stockist locator
to find a Polyvine store near you and our
welcoming customer service and sales team
are always happy to help.
Thank you for your time and if you're not
already, we hope you'll become a valued
customer.

polyvine.com
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dead flat
satin
gloss
durability

satin

chemical
resistance
16 hour curing
UV protection
water resistant

If you’re looking for a subtle
sheen, then our satin finish
is the one for you. Look for
the satin finish across the
Polyvine range for a
beautiful soft finish.

waterproof
solvent alkyd

ideal for
veneered doors
doors
concrete floors
wallpaper
worktops
plaster
wooden floors

We are very proud of the
Polyvine Dead Flat finish.
The completely nonreflective, matte surface is
available across a number
of our varnish products.

plastics

polyvine.com

water based
paint

metal
ceramic

exterior wood varnish

wood oil

wood dye

extra pale varnish

heavy duty floor varnish

heavy duty wood varnish

heavy duty extreme varnish

crystal clear lacquer

the varnish
experts
Polyvine varnishes are easy to
apply and have all the features
that trade professionals demand
from spirit based varnishes with
their high grade finishes and all
the advantages of water based
polymers including much shorter
drying and curing times.
Polyvine’s heavy duty varnishes
are the ultimate in modern, cross
linked, water based polyurethane.
These ultra-tough varnishes
provide extreme durability, high
chemical resistance and
extremely fast 16 hour curing.
Polyvine are the specialists in the
production of high performance,
dead flat varnishes.
We produce our own matting
agent which has been
scientifically formulated to work
with our varnishes to give a
completely non-reflective,
smoother, flatter finish.

exterior

2-3

coats

coats

1-2

drying
time
water
resistant

water
resistant

abrasion
resistant

high UV
resistance

heat
resistant

stain
resistant

decorators varnish
interior and exterior
A revolutionary water based varnish
for the protection of a wide range of
decorative surfaces - for paintwork,
wallpaper, fabric, wood and plaster
work.
available finishes• satin• gloss
• dead flat

All our varnishes are developed
and manufactured in the UK.

abrasion
resistant

water
wash up

ideal for • wallpaper • emulsion
• paintwork • internal wood
• plaster • fabric
• decorative paintwork

coverage: 15-20 square metres per litre

available in: gloss - 100ml, 500ml, 1 litre, 4 litre
satin and dead flat - 100ml, 500ml, 1, 2, 4 litre

microporous
water
wash up

wax finish varnish

microporous

drying time: 15min - 1 hour
MANUFACTURED
IN THE UK
BY POLYVINE

hours

drying
time

We offer high performance
decorating products and top
quality service to our stockists
and trade professionals.

wooden
furniture
garden fencing

2-3

interior

satin
dead flat

exterior

interior

gloss
satin
dead flat

Give your project a glossy
glow, with our ultra shiny
gloss finish.

wax finish varnish

decorators varnish

gloss

interior

dead flat
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high performance
finishes

interior
Combines the silky feel of wax with
the durability of a varnish.
Retains the natural appearance of the
wood.
available finishes • satin • dead flat
ideal for • new wood • paintwork
• furniture • staircases
• kitchen cabinets • wood and MDF
• doors • fire surrounds

clear
dead flat

clear satin

black

warm grey

white wash

colours shown in this leaflet
are representations only

coverage: 15-20 square metres per litre
drying time: 1-2 hours
available in: 100ml (clear), 500ml, 1 litre, 4 litre (clear)

exterior

coats

interior and exterior

coats

2-3

coats

2-3

coats

+
30
mins

drying
time

+
30
mins

drying
time

drying
time

water
resistant

water
resistant

water
resistant

water
proof

stain
resistant

high UV
resistance

high
chemical
resistance
high
stain
resistance
high
abrasion
resistance
high
heat
resistance

high
traffic
resistance
high
stain
resistance
high
chemical
resistance
high
heat
resistance

drying
time

abrasion
resistant

crystal clear lacquer

3-4

interior

30+
mins

heat
resistant

heavy duty
extreme varnish

water
wash up

interior and exterior

This high quality cross linked
lacquer dries to a hard, crystal clear
film, with extremely good sanding
properties.
available finishes • satin• gloss
ideal for • ferrous and non-ferrous
metal • laminate • timber • tile
• ceramic • glass • plastics
unique qualities • highest gloss of
all water based varnishes

high
traffic
resistance
high
chemical
resistance
ultra hard

The ultimate protection. New waterbased cross linked polyurethane with
advanced resin technology brings the
highest single pack protection ever
developed. UV blocking and
absorption reduce greying, ageing and
deterioration of surfaces. Waterproof
to offer ultra-tough protection in
extreme weather conditions. Refer to
label for application instructions for
both finishes.
available finishes • satin• dead flat
ideal for • wooden floors • wood
• wood panelling • worktops
• doors • furniture • paintwork
• porches • fascias • concrete paving
• slate • brick
unique qualities • high UV
resistance • waterproof • cures in 16
hours • industrial level of finish

heavy duty
wood varnish
interior

ultra hard

satin
dead flat

gloss
satin

hours

exterior

interior

satin
dead flat

1-2

interior

satin
dead flat

2-3

interior

heavy duty
floor varnish
interior

An ultra-tough, high quality cross
linking water based polyurethane
varnish that dries to a crystal clear
film for commercial and domestic
interior wooden surfaces requiring a
high level of protection. Highly
resistant against chemicals, cleaning
agents, alcohol and oils.

An ultra-tough, high quality
crosslinking water based polyurethane
varnish that dries to a crystal clear film
for commercial and domestic interior
floors requiring a high level of
protection. It contains special
additives to prevent scuffing from
heavy foot fall.

available finishes • satin• dead flat

available finishes • satin • dead flat

ideal for • doors • wooden worktops
• furniture • kitchen cabinets • wood
panelling • shelving

ideal for • wooden floors • cork tiles
• stone • slate • brick • quarry tiles

ultra hard

unique qualities • highly scuff
resistant • cures in 16 hours
• sands to a high-grade finish
• industrial level of finish

unique qualities • highly chemical
resistant • cures in 16 hours
• industrial level of finish
CURES IN

CURES IN

CURES IN

HOURS

HOURS

HOURS

16

16

16

coverage: 15-20 square metres per litre

coverage: 10-20 square metres per litre

coverage: 10-20 square metres per litre

coverage: 10-20 square metres per litre

drying time: 1-2 hours

drying time: 30 min to 1 hour

drying time: 30 min to 1 hour

drying time: 30 min to 1 hour

available in: 100ml, 500ml, 1 litre, 4 litre

available in: 100ml, 1 litre, 4 litre

available in: 100ml, 500ml, 1 litre, 4 litre

available in: 100ml, 1 litre, 2 litre, 4 litre

interior

interior

2

coats

exterior

2

drying
time

exterior

interior

exterior

3-4

coats

2

coats

1-2

drying
time

12

drying
time

high UV
resistance

high
abrasion
resistance

waterproof

micro
porous

water
resistant

micro
porous

high UV
resistance

biocide
boost

heat
resistant

biocide
boost

wood oil
interior and exterior
An ultra-low VOC oil, offering deep
penetration for surfaces requiring a
waterproof finish with UV
protection. Based on renewable oils,
this unique, UV resistant oil
protection for wood, gives a silky
sheen finish and highlights the
natural grain of the wood, with no
added solvents.

very high
solids

exterior wood varnish

nano
technology
micro
porous

EU VOC limit for this class of
product is 400g/l, Polyvine wood
oil contains just 7g/l.
available finishes • satin
ideal for • furniture • floors
• exterior and interior joinery
• fencing • cladding
unique qualities • high UV
resistance • waterproof • no added
solvents • protects against algae,
mildew and fungal attack

stain
resistant

1-2
1-2
hours

matt

very high
solids

hours

eggshell
dead flat

biocide
boost

satin
dead flat

satin

hours

hours

coats
drying
time

quick
drying

nano
technology
waterproof

A waterproof, microporous,
UV resistant, clear protection for
exterior wood. The unique polymer
system highlights the natural grain
of the wood. It is suitable for exterior
softwood and most hardwood timber
applications giving a high level of
waterproofing and preservation.
Refer to label for application
instructions for both finishes.
available finishes • satin• dead flat
ideal for • exterior doors • windows
• woodwork • garden furniture
unique qualities • high UV
resistance • waterproof • quick
drying • resists blistering and
cracking • protects against algae,
mildew and fungal attack

extra pale varnish

wood dye

interior

interior and exterior

A clear solvent based varnish made
with selected resins and oils to
achieve an extremely pale colour
preserving the natural appearance of
the wood. Dramatically reduces
yellowing, compared with other oil
based varnishes.
available finishes • eggshell
• dead flat
ideal for • hardwood and softwood
doors • kitchen worktops and
cabinets • bar tops • tabletops
• counters • wood panelling
• protects oil-based glazing or broken
colour work
unique qualities • highlights the
grain • reduces yellowing
• non reflective

Produce a rich depth of colour by
deeply penetrating the wood, before
protecting with a clear varnish from
the Polyvine range
ideal for • hardwood and softwood
unique qualities • no overlap marks
• stains and seals the surface
• fast drying

mahogany

teak

walnut

medium
oak

blue

black

white

grey

antique
pine

green

taupe

colours shown in this leaflet
are representations only

coverage: 16-20 square metres per litre

coverage: 15 square metres per litre

coverage: 15 square metres per litre

coverage: 10-20 square metres per litre

drying time: touch dry 12 hours

drying time: 1-2 hours

drying time: touch dry 2 hours

drying time: 1-2 hours

available in: 100ml, 500ml, 1 litre, 2.5 litre

available in: 100ml, 500ml, 1 litre, 4 litre

available in: 500ml, 1 litre

available in: 500ml

visit polyvine.com for the full range
adhesives

cascamite
powdered resin wood glue

cascarez fast
bonds in 10 minutes

paints and metallics

sparkling
glitter glaze

glitter paint
maker

various colours

various colours

metallic shimmer

decorative effects and tools

metallic paint

scumble

scumble

scumble

craquelure system

crackle glaze

various colours

classic colour

tropical

original

three part system

acrylic

chalk paint
maker

scumble

size

oil-based

for metal leaf

glass
frosting

specialist
decorating tools
and brushes
see the full range at polyvine.com

cascaphen

acrylic colourant

acrylic enamel

oil-based colourant

two part resin wood glue

various colours

various colours

various colours

